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Figure 1. Map showing locations of mine hazards remediated at the Gold Butte National Monument.
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Introduction
In December of 2016, President Barack Obama established the Gold Butte National Monument in
southeast Nevada. The monument encompasses nearly 300,000 acres, over 450 square miles, of remote
and rugged desert landscape. Wind-carved sandstones, picturesque canyons, 8,000 foot peaks and
desolate stretches of the Mojave Desert are all contained within the monument boundaries. The area is
popular for outdoor recreation; visitors to the monument can hike to rock art sites, drive the Gold Butte
Backcountry Byway to the area’s namesake mining ghost town, hunt desert bighorn sheep, or tour the
area’s peaks and canyons on horseback.
Shortly after the creation of the national monument, the Nevada Division of Minerals (the
Division), the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW), and the Clark County Desert Conservation
Program (DCP) recognized that several clusters of dangerous abandoned mines existed in the area and
began the early-stage planning of an Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) closure project. It was also known
that some of these mines contained well-established bat and desert tortoise habitat, which meant the
construction of wildlife-compatible closures would be necessary.
The project began in September of 2018 and concluded the following month, on time and within
the proposed budget. The Gold Butte AML project consisted of 40 mine closures within a 220 squaremile area, and encompassed the Bunkerville and Gold Butte historic mining districts.

History of the Gold Butte National Monument
The Virgin Mountains in the northeast corner of the Gold Butte National Monument reach an
elevation of nearly 8,000 feet with pine and fir forests at its peaks. These mountains look down on a gray
and red desert where elevations can dip below 1,000 feet. Pinion and Juniper forests are along the midslope elevations while the majority of the monument is dominated by an arid eastern Mojave Desert
landscape that is characterized by the creosote bush and white bursage environments that cover large,
open expanses scattered with low shrubs.
Gold Butte's dynamic environment has provided food and shelter for humans more than 12,000
years. The area was home to the Southern Paiute people who left remnants of massive agave roasting pits,
bone fragments, charred remains of locally harvested nuts, and projectile points used to hunt big horn
sheep and smaller game. Visitors to Gold Butte can still see ancient rock shelters, rock art, pottery shards
and other artifacts scattered throughout the landscape that reveal the area's role as a corridor for the
interregional trade of pottery, salt, and rare minerals.
By 1865, Mormon pioneers had built settlements in the region, grazed livestock and explored
Gold Butte's unique geology in pursuit of mining riches. Their activities resulted in the development of
two mining districts, Gold Butte and Bunkerville. These districts have a diverse array of minerals,
including but not limited to: gold, silver, copper, zinc, platinum, cobalt, mica, nickel and vermiculite.
While the majority of the gold and silver mining was abandoned by 1910, copper mines lasted into the
1940s and industrial deposits were explored and occasionally worked into the 1950s.
The area in and around Gold Butte National Monument has been heavily publicized in recent
years due to a grazing rights controversy between the Bureau of Land management (BLM) and local
grazing permittees and ranchers. Since 1993, the local ranchers have argued that the BLM has no legal
jurisdiction over federal public land and upholds the stance that the land belongs to the State of Nevada.
Tensions between the local ranchers and the BLM, along with three separate federal court rulings against
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their claims to the land, led to a dangerous standoff in 2014, where sympathizers organized an armed
militia to halt federal agents from removing livestock from the contested lands.

Wildlife, Cultural, and Public Interaction Considerations
The Gold Butte National Monument provides habitat for numerous wildlife species and has been
designated as critical habitat for the Mojave Desert Tortoise, which is listed as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act. The tortoise relies on the creosote-bursage ecosystem that is widespread within
the monument. The area is also home to nearly a dozen species of bats, including a few that are not found
anywhere else in Nevada. The 18 abandoned mine hazards known to have significant wildlife habitat
were resurveyed by NDOW, as part of the BLM’s Categorical Exclusion process, and during that time
three hazards were observed to have significant Mojave Desert Tortoise habitat, a reclusive reptile that
often finds shelter in AML features. These findings prompted the Division to include tortoise portals at
the bottom of the gates that would allow tortoises to enter and exit the mine openings.
Archeological surveys indicated that artifacts and features of the many mining areas were
important to maintaining the historical preservation of the monument. These findings included workings
associated with the town of Gold Butte. It was decided that these features should be preserved, which
ruled out backfilling or the use of polyurethane-foam plugs. The Division decided to build wildlifecompatible closures over the hazards near the historic Gold Butte Townsite in order to preserve important
cultural features while mitigating the potential for human and domestic animal injury or death. Other
mine hazards, located elsewhere in the project area, with associated cultural artifacts were closed in a
similar fashion.
The project was scheduled to take place during the fall in accordance with wildlife closure
guidelines provided by NDOW. During this time of year, temperatures begin to drop resulting in
increased recreation of the area. A staging area for supplies was established in a somewhat central
location and 24-hour security was implemented for the protection of supplies and equipment, and also to
interact and inform visitors to the area when necessary; security personnel interacted with the public on a
near-daily basis.

Project Development
In late 2017, DCP received $200,000 for the protection of wildlife-habitat within Clark County;
these funds were generated from fees assessed on new construction surface disturbance. DCP contacted
NDOW and the Division to help identify potential wildlife-protection project areas. NDOW suggested
using the funding to protect known, significant bat and desert tortoise habitat in abandoned mines at the
new Gold Butte National Monument. Previous work in the area by the BLM had been halted due to the
aforementioned conflict with local residents and ranchers. Ultimately, the Division decided to pursue a
closure project at Gold Butte due to the number of hazards in the area, the relatively dangerous nature of
the hazards, and the increasing number of visitors to the area.
The national monument is managed by the BLM’s Southern Nevada Field Office. Between the
months of October 2017 and August 2018, the Division and the BLM’s Nevada AML Program Lead
worked with the Southern Nevada Field Office to complete the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Categorical Exclusion process, which allows for quicker processing of low-impact projects
without a full environmental assessment, for closure of the abandoned mines. By February of 2018,
wildlife surveys of the features were completed by NDOW. Cultural surveys were completed by a BLM
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archeological crew in May of the same year. An interlocal agreement was signed in May of 2018 between
the Division and DCP that enabled the Division’s contractor, Environmental Protection Services, LLC
(EPS), to install wildlife-compatible closures at the hazards identified to have suitable wildlife habitat or
significant cultural features.
While the project was initiated with funding from the DCP, only 18 of the 42 known hazards in
the monument contained wildlife habitat. The remaining 24 hazards were recommended by NDOW to be
closed by any means due to lack of significant habitat, The Division recognized that by incorporating
these remaining sites into the project they could be closed in a more cost-effective manner, than if treated
separately, since EPS personnel and equipment would already be on site. The project budget was then
expanded using additional funding from the Division’s AML program. Sites with cultural resources were
sealed with wildlife-compatible closures in order to preserve the historic nature of the features.
Polyurethane expansive foam would be used to close many of these sites without habitat or cultural
features. The final plan developed by the Division and EPS addressed the closure of all 42 hazards in a
time-efficient and cost-effective manner.
The Gold Butte project was the largest surface-area project attempted by the Division, spanning
220 square miles. Furthermore, the remote locations and large distance between the features increased the
difficulty of the project significantly since equipment access too many sites were near impossible by road.
The closest staging area for earth-moving equipment to the most remote hazards was at the historic town
site of Gold Butte, nearly 20 miles away on rough 4x4 roads. After many discussions between EPS and
the Division, it was decided that the use of a helicopter would significantly shorten the project timeline
and reduce the injury risk by transporting equipment and materials long distances over rough terrain.
Although the use of a helicopter would be expensive, it was determined that the shortened
timeline would result in a net cost savings. Without the use of a helicopter the contractor would have been
required to use All Terrain Vehicles (ATV) and Utility Task Vehicle (UTV) travel for multiple hours each
direction every working day. Approximately 50% of the hazards would have required 2-4 hours of ATV
or UTV travel in each direction to secure the hazard. With the remoteness of these hazards the contractor,
working 8-10 hour days, would have been traveling over 50% of the work day, over uneven and
dangerous terrain, to get from the staging area to the hazard. Instead, a 10-25 minute helicopter flight led
to more time for construction of the closures, drastically reducing the project timeline and decreasing the
risk of a vehicular incident.

Results
The Gold Butte project was completed in 26 working days during the months of September and
October of 2018, finishing ontime and within budget for a total cost of $269,349. Twenty-eight of the 40
hazards were secured using wildlife-compatible closures, and three incorporated tortoise portals. The
remaining 12 sites were closed with polyurethane-foam plugs and covered by hand with native material.
No incidents or injuries to staff, contractors, or the public occurred during project.
Two hazards were removed from the project due to vested water rights on drinking-quality water
flowing from the two adits. The water rights were discovered after an interaction on the project site with
the vested party. The Division conducted an expanded assessment of the area and deemed that the water
rights issue could cause a prolonged delay in the project and eliminating the sites would be the best course
of action. This interaction did cause a temporary pause on the project until the BLM National Office
authorized the Division to move forward. Additional research confirmed that Clark County has
certificated water rights for wildlife in the area and wildlife-compatible gates would be considered to
properly allow for flow of water from the sites.
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Project Contractual Funding
Agency
Desert Conservation Program
Division of Minerals
Total

Amount
$129,955
$139,394
$269,349

Funding for the project was provided by DCP through fees on permitted new surface disturbance
for construction, and the Division’s funding came through mining claims fees on federal lands; no Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) AML funds were used on this project. The contractual
funding does not incorporate the cost of time and internal resources consumed by the Division, NDOW or
EPS to develop the project, including hundreds of miles of travel on ATVs to perform wildlife surveys
and individual site assessments.
The use of a helicopter was vital for this project. It is estimated that without using a helicopter,
the project could have taken 2-3 times longer and the overall cost would have at least doubled. The
overall reduction in project time resulted in significant cost savings, and more importantly, it enabled a
safer working environment for the contractor and staff.
The effectiveness of the wildlife-compatible closures in habitat and cultural resource protection
was immediately recognized. After completion of one of the tortoise portals, the contractor moved all
equipment to an adjacent hazard and came back to take the final closure photo just in time to see a tortoise
exiting the mine. This was the first time in Division history that a tortoise was witnessed using a wildlifecompatible closure. Subsequently, an NDOW biologist set up a game camera at that site and also noted
multiple species of bats and a ring-tailed fox using the feature. These wildlife-compatible closures will
continue to allow the diverse wildlife to access habitat inside the mines while keeping the public safe.

Benefits to the Community
The project has not only increased public safety inside Nevada’s newest national monument, but
also protected significant wildlife habitat, including the endangered Desert Tortoise and numerous species
of bats. Although the project area is fairly remote, the hazards were frequently being visited by off-road
recreationists, making the inevitable rescue operation difficult. Visitors to the monument were seen
climbing on some of the steel closures the same day of their completion. The Las Vegas Review Journal,
one of the most widely viewed newspapers in the state of Nevada, travelled to the site near the project’s
completion and ran a front page column highlighting the Division’s work and the Stay Out, Stay Alive
message. This article can be viewed here: https://www.reviewjournal.com/local/local-nevada/dangerousgold-butte-monument-mine-shaft-entrances-being-closed/

Project Partnerships
The Gold Butte National Monument Closure Project would not have been competed in 2018
without the partnerships between the State of Nevada, through the Division and the Department of
Wildlife, and the Clark County Desert Conservation Program and Bureau of Land Management. These
agencies worked together to develop an effective and efficient project that was hugely successful. The
Division would also like to thank the Las Vegas Metro Police and BLM Law Enforcement in assisting in
interaction with the public during the project.
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Left: Helicopter transporting a culvert using a
super sack bag creating drag reducing spin
during transport
Top Right: Materials staging area
Bottom Right: The helicopter delivering
materials in the Virgin Mountains

Left: An ore loadout associated with a hazard in the Virgin Mountains
Right: A view looking north from the southernmost hazard in the project with the Virgin Mountains in the far horizon
showing the vast distance between hazard sites within the project
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Left: Photos of the desert
tortoise exiting the bat gate
through the 8”x10” tortoise
portal. Top right: Bats
exiting the gate only days
later. Bottom right: A small
gray fox examining the new
gate.

Before and after: Although the timbers over this shaft were not considered culturally significant, EPS
constructed the grate and then replaced the timbers over the grate to mimic the original look of the shaft.
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A 1907 and 2015 photo of the town of Gold Butte. Photo credit www.birdandhike.com

During and after photos of a stope at the Gold
Butte mine.
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Photos captured by the Las Vegas Review
Journal during their site visit. The grate
across this shaft being welded by an EPS
employee was located near the ghost town
of Gold Butte.
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The Tramp Complex: although remote, an established unofficial hiking trail was used to hike
personnel to the site after the materials were dropped off by the helicopter. The before and after
photos on the right illustrates how EPS was able to construct a wildlife gate without impacting the
cultural resources.
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The Azure Ridge Complex: located inside a wash that leads to a slot canyon, the Azure ridge complex
consisted of two open adits, one caved adit, and one caved shaft. A road led to the mouth of the wash
upstream from the complex but had been washed out by years of flash flood rains. Just past the mine
complex, a BLM sign was still intact warning four-wheelers of the slot canyon and not to procced past
that point. The haulage adit received a bat gate and EPS was able to construct the gate without
impacting the rails. What the photos do not show is that EPS was able to dig underneath the rails
without impacting them, insert a bar below on the bedrock and then bury the bar so no one could dig
underneath the bars to gain entry.
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Southern Nevada Copper Mines:
Top: A 1907 photo with a man standing next to the mines, the photo is looking south, photo courtesy
of Utah State Historical Society
Bottom Left: A view of the mines looking NE from the helicopter
Bottom Right: The bat grate completed at one of the mines showing no impact to the surrounding area
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